
APPENDIX 3

Site 
Number

Predicted 
or 

Deployed?

Dates 
Deployed

Town Site Location Comments Looking For?

15 deployed 31/03/21 - LITTLE 
MISSSENDEN

A413, Amersham 
Bypass ,to side of 
and up from junction 
Keepers Lane

Proposed location on grassed verge Amersham 
Byass ,to side of and up from junction Keepers 
Lane, offer good visability for carmers but also 
possible location  493515 , 198634 A413, 
Amersham Bypass side of Mop End Lane also a 
good vantage point but belive this is no only used 
a PRoW but for access of residents nearby  and 
owners of fields off?

Focus on construction vehicles 
performing U Turns - agreed 
with HS2 Ltd that they should 
use roundabouts and not the 
break in the central reservation 
used by traffic accessing 
Keepers Lane

18 deployed 31/03/21 - CHARNDON Edgcott Road, 
Cross roads at 
School Hill or 
Werner Terrace

Proposed location on grassed verge sitting  
camera off Edgcott Road its self  but better know 
as Calvert Green, Edgcott give good over all 
views and traffic volumes and flow within the area

Focus on number of HGV 
movements

22 deployed 28/06/21 - QUAINTON Blackgrove 
Road/The Willows 
junction

Proposed location on south east verge of junction Focus on traffic congestion 
following removal of temporary 
traffic lights installed to improve 
safety as this junction is on the 
diversion route for Station road 
closure operated by Fusion

5 Predicted BEACONSFIELD A40 London 
End/A355 Park 
Lane roundabout

Current  Easting and Northing site the camera  
upon the round about of A40 London 
End,beaconsfield ,of which Camera and trailer 
would not fit with Gaurding surrounding it etc as 
well as run the risk of being struck by larger 
vehicles turning and over running kerb line / 
round about  . 494839 , 190146 upon the footway 
opposite site has possibly  enough space for 
camerposition, guarding etc as keeping footway 
open and clear views  upon A355 & A40.
On Schedule 17 Lorry Route which has been 
appealled. 

Traffic conditions/congestion, to 
determine adequacy of 
mitigating measures by HS2 
Ltd

6 Predicted BEACONSFIELD A355 Amersham 
Road/Ledborough 
Lane priority junction

Current Easting and Northing site for this camer is  
within the middle of the carriageway and surgest 
494869 , 191737 A355 side of Ledborough Lane 
whithin the unmade / grass created  road parking 
at the of this before the start of the bus stop / 
layby so not to  obstruct any visablity of motorist 
also.
On Schedule 17 Lorry Route which has been 
appealled. 

Traffic conditions/congestion, to 
detrmine adequacy of 
mitigating measures by HS2 
Ltd

9 Predicted WADDESDON A41 Waddesdon 
crossroads,Junction 
Blackgrove Road

Current Easting and Northing sites the camera in 
the carriageway near to small central traffic 
islane. 475781 , 216705 is a  more suitable 
location on verge off the junction/ Cross road to 
side of Waddesdon Hill , if sited a back and away 
from the juction its self  for visability concerns etc 
this would then allow a good view and anglas of 
A41 and down BlackGrove Road.

Traffic conditions/congestion, to 
determine adequacy of 
mitigating measures by HS2 
Ltd

12 Predicted GREAT 
MISSENDEN

A413 London Road, 
Junction of former 
London road 

Proposed location on grassed verge  just off old 
Londen Road to side of Chiltern Hospital, would 
be able to monitor A413 traffic flows. 
On Schedule 17 Lorry Route which has been 
appealled. 

Traffic conditions/congestion, to 
determine adequacy of 
mitigating measures by HS2 
Ltd
Focus on turning movements 
and the exit from London Road 
in particular

23 Predicted AMERSHAM A355/A413 Gore Hill 
roundabout

Exact location t.b.c.
On Schedule 17 Lorry Route which has been 
appealled. 

 g ,  
determine adequacy of 
mitigating measures by HS2 
Ltd

24 Predicted DENHAM A412 at Denham to 
monitor verge 
parking outside 
Shell Garage

Align have offered to undertake remedial work to 
address damage.

Focus on identifying 
construction vehicles parking 
on and causing damage to 
grass verge.

Proposed CCTV Camera Locations*

* Please note that locations are listed in order of expected deployment, however this is subject to change if a higher scoring location is 
identified.
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